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Introduction: The need to process small solid tumor specimens is increasing as early detection strategies 

become more effective and less invasive biopsy strategies are adopted. Moreover, the rapidly changing 

landscape of molecular testing argues that current strategies need to minimize sample input and 

preserve tissue for future testing. Processing small regions of tumor can be challenging as traditional 

manual macro-dissection and purification methods include multiple steps during which material can be 

lost. We evaluated an approach that combines automated tissue dissection with NGS library preparation 

directly from fragments of dissected tissue. Methods: FFPE tissue dissection was performed using the 

Roche Automated Tissue Dissection platform (Roche Diagnostics) which is currently in development. For 

DNA analysis, tissue fragments were processed using FFPE Direct Reagent (Thermo Fisher) and Ion 

AmpliSeq Cancer Hotspot Panel v2 (CHPv2) libraries were prepared and run on an Ion PGM system. For 

RNA analysis, tissue fragments were processed using the HTG Oncology Biomarker Panel (OBP) on the 

HTG EdgeSeq (HTG Molecular) and libraries were run on an Illumina MiSeq. Results: Automated tissue 

dissection was performed on slides of unstained sections from archived FFPE cases of melanoma, colon 

adenocarcinoma, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma and pancreatic neuroendocrine tumor. For DNA 

analysis, we dissected areas of tumor tissue from 50 mm2 to 1 mm2. We show that all CHPv2 libraries 

yielded excellent sequence data and that there was 100% concordance with previously reported 

mutations. We compared the performance metrics of libraries prepared from 1 mm2 to larger areas of 

tissue for the same case and found highly correlated amplicon coverages. For RNA analysis, we dissected 

areas of tumor tissue from 25 mm2 to 1 mm2. The HTG OPB libraries all passed QC metrics and yielded 

high quality gene expression data. In particular, samples processed from equivalent areas of tumor on 

adjacent sections yielded highly correlated data. Conclusions: The precision isolation of FFPE tumor 

provided by automated tissue dissection combined with extraction free DNA/RNA library preparation 

can be used to minimize material losses and reduce the amount of tissue input. The approach allows the 

processing of extremely small samples that are otherwise too small for standard NGS analysis. 


